artsFUSION Events 2008

EVENING FOR EDUCATORS

October 8, 2008

The guest speaker for this workshop is Steve McCurry. Known for his National Geographic cover photograph of the Afghan girl in 1985, Steve describes the search for her seventeen years later in war torn Afghanistan. Teachers explore ways to incorporate digital portraiture photography in their classroom. There is also a tour of the National Geographic Portrait Exhibit.

This workshop was made possible by the support of SUU and the StateWide Art Partnership.

artsFUSION: MUSIC WITH LESLIE TIMMONS

October 24, 2008

Renowned for her innovative programming, Leslie Timmons brings enthusiasm for music making to the stage and into the classroom. Leslie uses extensive experience in Orff-Schulwerk music and movement education to involve children actively in creative music making. Programs for elementary children use musical imagery drawn from animals and childhood games.

This workshop was made possible by the support of the Utah Arts Council.
This workshop was a follow-up for the teachers who attended the Summer Arts Fusion Workshop. They shared their documented project, demonstrating how they used music, dance, theatre, and/or visual arts in their classroom to teach folk arts from around the world.

This workshop was made possible by the support of SUU and the StateWide Art Partnership.